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Here i2=^i^.   It is easily seen that *=cot^, where \f/ is half the angle

subtended at 0 by the chord drawn at Q perpendicular to the diameter AQ.
455.   To find the potential of the electrified disc at any external point P, and also the quantity of electricity on the disc.
Consider two discs whose surface densities are respectively 1                     2m
By differentiation we find that -~^ = -£i   „ m, a and that at the rims where r=a and J                                             aa     a<x fir + /i
tan"11=Jir, the densities also have the ratio 2m to a2 + ft2. Let V1 and F2 be the potentials of the discs at external points similarly situated. Now dV^da is the sum of the potentials of a disc whose density is dpjda and of an annulus round its rim.
It immediately follows that -^~ = -~ ^2   ^.
! !                                     Now by Art. 384, Fj is the potential of the electricity on one side of a circular
,                                disc charged with a quantity M—kira, hence F1 = 2?r0.   If we put w=J£/j/27r2, F2
!,'                                becomes the potential of a circular area whose density is the sum of the densities on
j                                the two sides of the disc.   We therefore have f                                                                                         2Eh [a    1     d<f> j
'                                                                                                                         ^2-------ZT~"   / «    «2  .   7,2 >7«        '
where 0 is the angle subtended by any radius of the disc at the apex of the confocal spheroid drawn through P.
When the point P lies in the plane of the disc, the integration is easy. Let x be the abscissa of P, then x is also the semi-axis major of the confocal through P and sin 0= a/a. We therefore have
-i
tan    "
When x is infinite, this takes the simple form F2=- . — tan-1 ^ . Now at a great distance, potential is mass divided by distance ; the quantity of electricity on the disc is therefore — tan"1 ~ . This is the same as 2JE701/a- where ^ is half the angle
subtended at the electrified point 0 by any diameter of the disc.
When the point P is on the axis, we have tan 0 = ajz where z is the ordinate of P.    The potential is then
rr    2E     I      I         . a    , ,      . a]
^2= -- o-i o \z tan-1 - - h tan'1 -[ .
*     TT z2-h* {           h               z)
When z = h, this expression takes the form 0/0. We easily find however that the potential at the electrified point 0 is
.    E (    a        1        1 a\ — _   __—   ^_    tan"1 - I. 2   TT \a2 + /i2    7i           h)
When the point P has a position defined by any values of x, z, both the process of integration and the final result are somewhat complicated. The whole of the work is given by Gallop in the Quarterly Journal, vol. xxi.
456. Spherical bowl. To find the distribution of electricity on an insulated spherical segment with a plane rim.

